We report a 3D magnetohydrodynamics simulation that studies the formation of dipolarization fronts during magnetotail reconnection. The crucial new feature uncovered in the present 3D simulation is that the process of reconnection produces flux ropes developing within the reconnection region. These flux ropes are unstable to the kink mode and introduce a spontaneous structure in the dawn-dusk direction. The dipolarization fronts forming downstream of reconnection are strongly affected by the kinking ropes. At the fronts, a density gradient is present with opposite direction to that of the acceleration field and leads to an interchange instability. We present evidence for a causal link where the perturbations of the kinking flux ropes with their natural and well defined scales drive and select the scales for the interchange mode in the dipolarization fronts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reconnection in the Earth magnetotail is a key step in the processes known as substorms.
Reconnection converts magnetic energy stored in the magnetic field of the tail and converts it into heating and plasma flow away from the reconnection site, tailward and Earthward.
The Earthward flow is accompanied by a dipolarization front, a front of increased vertical (North-South directed) magnetic field that moves towards the Earth and restores in part a less stretched and more dipole-like magnetic field in the night side of the Earth, thereby acquiring the name of dipolarization front [10] . Previous works have investigated the role of the interchange instability in perturbing the dipolarization front [7, and references therein] .
A dipolarization front acts similarly to a snowplow. As the dipolarization front moves, the vertical magnetic field and the density pile up ahead of it. The curvature of the field lines and the braking of the front by the momentum exchange with the yet unperturbed plasma leads to an effective acceleration pointing contrary to the dipolarization front speed.
Such configuration is unstable to interchange modes: the higher density region is ahead of the front and the density gradient is therefore opposite to the direction of the acceleration.
Several papers have observed this effect [3, 5, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Recently, an attempt has been made to match the observed scale of the perturbation of the front with simulations. The published simulations by Guzdar et al. [7] are 2D and focus only on the interchange mode, without modeling the full front and its origin from reconnection. By choosing the initial wavelength of the seed, one can control the scale of the evolved structure and reproduce the observed features. In 2D macroscopic (MHD) studies the choice of the initial seed is key because the interchange instability is equally growing in all wavelengths [7] . In kinetic studies, the finite Larmor radius effect favors the growth rate of smaller wavelength (too small to be of relevance to the observation) [11] . On the macroscopic scales of the observed structures, MHD models are appropriate and the independence of the growth rate on the wavelength of the modes means that other macroscopic driving forces determine which scales dominate. In 2D studies where only the interchange mode is present, the only way to force the interchange instability is by design.
To avoid the artificial driving due to the selection of the initial seed, a full 3D simulation is needed. We report here a 3D simulation where the dipolarization front and the interchange instability are self-consistently developing out of a reconnection site. We start the 2 system and the reconnection process without seeding any structure along the direction of the interchange instability. In doing so we let the system develop naturally and form its own desired structures.
As in 2D, the reconnection process in 3D develops a diffusion layer where the plasma and magnetic field decouple and the filed lines reconnect. In the outflow from the reconnection region two regions form where the exhaust from the reconnection region piles up forming dipolarization fronts. Also, as in 2D, the diffusion layer has initially the structure of a SweetParker layer that quickly becomes unstable to the secondary plasmoid instability [8, 9] .
After that, the progress in 3D becomes radically different from 2D. In 3D, the plasmoid instability leads to the formation of flux ropes ejected with the plasma from the diffusion region and moving towards the dipolarization front. Each flux rope, however, is unstable naturally to the kink instability, a well known instability that has a well defined natural maximum mode of growth identified by the linear mode properties. In our simulations we show that indeed this mode grows to very large amplitudes. Flux ropes become so distorted as to touch directly the dipolarization fronts, providing a driving to the interchange mode.
The dipolarization fronts are naturally unstable to such mode, but the perturbation from the kinking flux rope feeds the interchange instability and determines its dominant mode.
The results of our simulation predict specific scales for the warping. A direct comparison is possible with observation from the THEMIS mission that can be interpreted as successive crossing of warped fronts. The natural and spontaneous scales developed in our simulations indeed are of the right order to be compatible with the observed scales.
II. MACROSCOPIC SIMULATION OF RECONNECTION THE EARTH MAG-

NETOTAIL
We solve the complete set of compressional visco-resistive MHD equations with uniform viscosity and resistivity parametrized by the global Lundquist number, S, and kinetic Reynolds number, R M , both set to 10 4 . We use the conventional geomagnetic coordinate system with x in the Sun-Earth direction, y in the dawn-dusk direction and z in the north south direction. The boundary conditions are periodic in x and y and reflecting ("perfect conductor") in z.
The initial configuration has the main field component reversed, The simulation is conducted in dimensionless units, with space normalized to the initial thickness L and time to the Alfvèn time
In comparing with observations, the results can then be rescaled according to physical units for a chosen observed magnetotail thickness.
For example, Guzdar et al. [7] report a initial magnetotail thickness L=0.2R E but different thicknesses apply to different conditions of the magnetotail.
III. MODES OF INTEREST
The evolution displays a sequence of 4 instabilities: tearing, secondary plasmoid, kink and finally interchange instability. Let us follow the evolution. Given the resistivity set for the present simulation, the SP theory leads to a layer of aspect ratio ∆/δ = S 1/2 = 100, being ∆ and δ the length and the width of the layer respectively.
Previous 2D investigations of the same configuration considered here have shown that when the aspect ratio exceeds a theoretical limit (estimated close to 100) a secondary plasmoid instability develops [8, 9] . In the new regime, the process of reconnection proceeds faster and at a rate independent of resistivity. The present 3D simulation is perturbed uniformly However, as soon as the flux ropes are formed and the stability conditions for the kink instability is exceeded, the very small but present noise from the floating point error seeds the instability breaking the symmetry in y and leading to the kinked rope shown in Fig. 2 .
A dominant mode emerges.
The evolution of the flux rope is confined within the reconnection region and forms essentially a narrow band with limited span in the vertical (z) direction: the flux rope is confined within the reconnecting layer and can be displaced only in the x and y plane. The displacement is then written as ξ(x, y, z, t) = ξ(x, z)e −iωt−i2πny/Ly (1) in terms of eigenfunctions with harmonic dependence in y, being i the imaginary constant.
Inspection of Fig. 2 immediately confirms that the dominant mode has n = 4.
The progress of the kink instability leads to a progressive widening of horizontal span of the reconnection region along the x axis affected by the kinked rope. Eventually, the rope starts to come into contact with the dipolarization fronts. Up to this moment the dipolarization front have retained the y invariance of the initial state. In the view of Fig. 2 , the dipolarization fronts are the two areas of increased density visible at the two ends of the box: left and right. The initial invariance of the simulation along y gives these two regions a perfect straight surface. But as soon as the kink perturbation of the flux ropes becomes significant, another instability develops at the dipolarization fronts and distorts them.
The dipolarization fronts are regions of increasing density where the density gradients points away from the reconnection region. The pile up of density develops in consequence to the motion of the plasma away from the reconnection region, acting as a snow-plow, piling plasma in front of the moving dipolarization front. The present simulation has no gravity but the plasma is still subject to accelerations due to the Lorentz force. As shown in Fig. 1 , each of the two dipolarization fronts has a bubble-like structure with a convex surface encasing it. The plasma is inside the convex surface and the field lines circle around it. This condition is refereed to in the literature as unfavorable because it leads to instability towards interchange modes. When the field lines at the boundary of the front have a convex shape, the centrifugal force is outwards from the plasma. The density gradient points away from the reconnection region but the acceleration field points towards it. The conditions are met for the interchange instability to develop. In the direction of the acceleration field (pointing toward the reconnection point), the high density region sits above the low density plasma and the instability tends to move the heavy plasma towards the lower energy state, just like a dense liquid on top of a light liquid in a gravitational field would tend to fall down and push the light liquid up (like oil and water). 
IV. MODEL OF THE KINK SEEDING OF THE INTERCHANGE MODE
The conditions for the growth of the interchange instability in the dipolarization front and of the kink instability in the secondary flux ropes develop concurrently and both are the resultant of the modifications produced by reconnection. However, the simulation clearly point to no discernible growth of the interchange mode until the kink of the flux rope is is in the non-linear stage when the flux rope has become visibly distorted, starting to affect the plasma in the vicinity of the dipolarization front. Literally the kink instability touches off the interchange mode and determines the wavelength of the dominant interchange mode.
Both the kink and the interchange instability are ideal modes. However they differ crucially in their spectral properties.
Previous studies of the interchange instability in MHD models showed that no dominant scale is present and all modes grow with equal rate [7] . This independence of scale is observed for wavelengths smaller than the length scale of the equilibrium (e.g. This leaves the interchange mode scale neutral, the actual observed scale must therefore be determined by the driving force. If all modes that are excited by the forcing grow with the same rate, it is the intensity of the driving that determines the dominant scales.
The kink instability is, instead, characterized by a well defined fastest growing mode.
In the most classical case of a cylindrical flux rope within a concentric cylindrical wall or in vacuum, the well known Kruskal-Shafranov (KS) stability criterion applies: q(a) = 2πaB z (a)/LB θ (a) > 1 (for a flux rope of radius a, periodic length L), where q is hte socalled safety factor [1, page 118] . However, the case under investigation does not correspond to the classical cases of kink of a cylindrical flux rope and the KS limit is only indicative.
Two main differences are evident. First, the flux rope is confined within the reconnection region that is a relatively narrow band in the z direction. The initial size of this region is equal to the SP layer formed during laminar reconnection. With the evolution of the secondary islands, the region broadens but is still confined by the stronger lobe magnetic field. This confinement in the z direction allows the flux ropes to kink only in the x − y plane and invalidates the usual assumption of cylindrical symmetry of the initial state.
Second, just like for the secondary plasmoid instability responsible for the breakup of the SP layer and the transition to turbulent reconnection, the presence of flow changes the stability properties quantitatively if not qualitatively [9] . The flow can stabilize or destabilize the system as shown in other similar circumstances [4] .
For these reasons, we cannot directly compare the instability observed in the simulation with a simple analytical expression for a reference theoretical kink mode. But the simulation indicates a strong predominance for the mode n = 4. The kinking rope fits four times the domain forming four full sinusoidal oscillations. This has the important implication that the size of the computational box in the dawn-dusk (y) direction is much more than sufficient to capture the fastest growing mode, giving us confidence to be resolving the largest scales of interest.
The subsequent evolution of the interchange instability demonstrates the initial presence of many modes but in the non-linear later stage the interchange mode n = 2. This mode is also fully resolved but future work will be needed to follow the expected subsequent interaction of the formed structures. The present simulation in the latest stages suggests that the two pillars formed by interchange tend to interact and further combine into a single structure. Larger simulations can further clarify the later stages of the interchange modes. [7] show a recurring crossing of the dipolarization from that can be explained assuming that the front itself becomes warped and distorted as a consequence of the interchange instability discussed above. The reported observed scale of such warping is in the range 1-3 R E confirmed also by previous investigations [10] .
The results presented here show a natural and spontaneous emergence of a dominant scale. As noted above the dominant kink and interchange have dominant modes 4 and 2, respectively. The expected length scale of the interchange structures is therefore L y /2 = 5L.
To obtain physical dimensions, we need to choose the normalization length L, equal to the reference initial current sheet thickness. Guzdar et al. [7] suggest L=0.2R E which leads to a scale of 0.5R E for the kink mode and 1.0R E for the interchange mode. This value is only indicative as the magnetotail thickness varies over a wide range. But the agreement with the observations is evident.
The predicted scale is not determined by the box dimensions. The observed features fit 2 to 4 times the simulations box. This is a clear indication that the scale is determined by the configuration of the initial equilibrium and not by the box size. A key consequence is that this result confirms and extends the conclusions of Guzdar et al. [7] in a crucial point: in the present case the scales result naturally from the internal nature of the processes developing.
Instead, the scales reported by Guzdar et al. [7] were intentionally seeded by a suitable choice of the initial perturbation of the front selected by the researchers.
Future work should investigate via linear theory the conditions of the stability of a flux rope confined within a magnetic field reversal and embedded in a flow pattern representative of the flow present near the reconnection point. This flow has been suggested [8, 9] to be a key aspect of the faster turbulent reconnection phase and should be included in a complete model of the evolution. 
